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Introduction
Bedside call bell is definitely important and life saving device for patients to seek help from health care professionals. Usually, the staff responded to the "call bell" in female patient cubicle over few minutes. Therefore, the supporting staff suggested to install the extra "Alarming device" in female patient cubicle, it's for enhancing the response time if patient pressed the call bell.

Objectives
(1). To increase the awareness of patient call by using the call bell.
(2). To boost the efficiency on solving patients need.

Methodology
To install 2 more “Alarming device” in female patient cubicle.

Result
After installation of the extra "Alarming device" in female cubicle, the staff responded to the call bell within 1 minute. The nurses and supporting staff both feedback that the device is useful for enhancing the awareness of responding to call bell. It's proven to boost the efficiency on solving patient need.

Conclusion: The quality improvement project is shown effectiveness of responding to the call bell and improved patient’s quality of care.